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STATEMENT OF FACTS  

1. The Republic of Laoc (“Laoc” or “Respondent”) is a coastal state which abounds in coal 

deposits.1 Laoc’s economy has always revolved around the coal industry.2 Coal represents 

as much as one-fifth of its GDP and 15% of its national workforce.3 Coal plants cover most 

of Laocan energy needs.4  

2. The Laocan coal sector remained unchanged for 25 years.5 Laocan political majority 

constantly advocated for the interest of the coal industry.6 Consequently, Laoc, contrary to 

its neighbour countries, did not shift to renewable energy for a significant period of time.7  

3. The Governor of Ticadia, a Laocan municipality, was pro-actively seeking to attract 

investors in the coal sector.8 He promoted Ticadia as the “best place for [a] future plant”.9  

4. Moved by these incentives, Mountaintop Investments LLC (“Mountaintop”) sought to 

invest in a coal plant in Ticadia.10 The Governor actively encouraged this investment by 

specifically advertising to Mountaintop the investor-friendly legal framework in Laoc. He 

also stressed that the construction of a state-of-the-art plant such as Ticadia 1 (“T1”) would 

bear fundamental importance for the economic development of the region.11  

5. Persuaded by the Governor’s assurances, Mountaintop initiated the investment process.12 

6. Since such a project could never be conducted without substantial external financing, 

Mountaintop entered into a Financing Agreement with the Mercurian First National Bank 

 
1 SoUF, P56:¶4:LL1407-1408. 

2 SoUF, P56:¶3:LL1402-1404. 

3 C-1, P9:LL148-152. 

4 PO3, P69:LL1835-1837. 

5 C-1, P9:LL163-165. 

6 PO3, P69:LL1864-1866. 

7 C-1, P9:LL153-155. 

8 PO3, P67:LL1787-1789. 

9 C-5, P14:LL288-289. 

10 NoA, P5:¶7:LL59-62. 

11 C-2, P10:LL181-183; C-5, P14:LL290-293. 

12 SoUF, P57:¶11:LL1442-1444. 
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JSC (“MFNB”).13 MFNB agreed to provide USD600,000,000 for the construction of the 

plant thereby allocating 10% of its debt portfolio to support the investment.14 It is only by 

virtue of MFNB’s support that the T1 power plant could see light. 

7. Desirous to enshrine firm commitments regarding the protection of investments in the 

energy sector in the ASNEC region, Laoc decided to adhere to the Association of Sovereign 

Nations for Economic Cooperation’s (“ASNEC”) Energy Investment Treaty (“EIT”).15  

8. The Governor continuously supported the T1 project by personally overseeing its 

construction.16 After 4 years of construction, Laoc issued a licence for the commercial 

operation of T1 on 25 September 2014.17 Following this, Laoc’s political context was 

drastically overturned when the Laoc Environmental Union (“LEU”) obtained the majority 

in the Parliament.18 This political shift abruptly put an end to Laoc’s public support to 

investments in the coal industry.  

9. Under the pretence of containing natural disasters, and notwithstanding the absence of any 

empirical link between CO2 emissions and the ecological crisis, Laoc ratified the Seoul 

Agreement on Climate Change (“Seoul Agreement”).19 It then implemented the ASNEC 

Coal Directive (“Coal Directive” or “Directive”) by enacting Law 66/2016 which 

provided for the phase out of coal plants by 2028.20 Law 66/2016 thereby forced T1 to 

cease all operations. Finally, Laoc did not afford the necessary protection to investors’ 

rights under Article 7(4) of the Directive when it decided to enact Law 72/2016.21 Although 

Laoc purports to lend financial support to investors in the energy sector, this support is 

mainly destined for a nationally owned and funded Laocan Renewables Company 

(“LRC”), giving it a salient economic advantage.22 

 
13 C-11, P23. 

14 SoUF, P57:¶13:LL1455-1456. 

15 SoUF, P56:¶7:LL1422-1423. 

16 PO3, P67:L1791. 

17 R-1, P30. 

18 SoUF, P58:¶19:LL1483-1489. 

19 SoUF, P58:¶20:LL1493-1494. 

20 C-8, P18. 

21 C-9, P19. 

22 Id., LL402-405,417-423. 
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10. Laoc’s unprecedented reform cut in half the value of MFNB’s investment.23 To avoid 

insolvency,24 MFNB assigned its rights and claims under the Financing Agreement to 

Goliath National Bank JSC (“GNB” or “Claimant”).25 This substitution of creditor 

benefitted both MFNB and Ticadia. By acting as a second-hand purchaser, GNB could 

supply MFNB with liquidity and buttress the protection afforded by Laoc to investors.  

11. In its quality of MFNB’s legal successor as an investor, GNB filed its Notice of Arbitration 

on 31 January 2019.26 

 

 
23 C-11, P22:LL475-477. 

24 SoUF, P60:29:LL1543-1544. 

25 C-12, P23. 

26 NoA, P4. 
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STATEMENT OF ARGUMENTS  

Jurisdiction and Admissibility 

12. The Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear the present dispute. First, GNB owns a protected 

Investment under the EIT, and therefore fulfils all jurisdictional requirements to appear 

before this Tribunal. Second, GNB was validly assigned the claim, together with said 

Investment, under both domestic and international law (I).  

13. This Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear GNB’s claim since Laws 66/2016 and 72/2016 

enacted by the Laocan Parliament can only be attributed to Laoc. Under the ARIO, 

the conduct of a State organ should always be attributed to the State, except in exceptional 

circumstances. The implementation of the Directive by the Laocan Parliament does not fall 

within such exceptional circumstances under Article 6 ARIO, nor under Article 7 ARIO in 

the absence of effective control of ASNEC (II). 

Merits  

14. Laoc violated Article II.(1) EIT by unreasonably impairing MFNB’s Investment, and thus, 

annihilating GNB’s chances to recoup the huge amount of money it lent. The Challenged 

Measures likewise violated the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (“FET”), 

discriminated against GNB's investment and impaired it by arbitrary measures 

15. Such unreasonable and discriminatory measures cannot be excused in any way. Any 

attempt to hide behind the EIT’s exception clause or Laoc’s right to regulate must be 

dismissed. (III)  

Challenge 

16. Respondent’s challenge of Perry Mason has no merit and should be rejected. Perry Mason’s 

service as an arbitrator in previous unrelated cases as well as his failure to disclose such 

appointments do not give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality (IV). 
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ARGUMENTS 

PART ONE: JURISDICTION AND ADMISSIBILITY 

I. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION OVER GNB’S ASSIGNED CLAIM 

17. To attract protection under Article I.(1) EIT, GNB need only demonstrate that it is an 

Investor and that it owns an Investment. It is undisputed that GNB meets the nationality 

requirement under the EIT.27 

18. Laoc’s objection to this Tribunal’s jurisdiction is two-fold. First, Laoc argues that GNB 

does not own an investment under the EIT.28 Second, Laoc contends that GNB could not 

acquire an investment treaty claim against Laoc from MFNB (“Assigned Claim”).29 Such 

objection is unfounded and has no bearing on the Tribunal’s jurisdiction. Not only does 

GNB own a protected Investment under the EIT (A), GNB is also entitled to assert the 

Assigned Claim, validly transferred along with the Investment (B). 

A. GNB “owns” a protected Investment under Article I EIT 

19. Although Laoc readily admitted that MFNB made an investment and as such qualified as 

“an investor”,30 Laoc insists that “GNB does not own […] any investment” under the EIT.31 

In doing so, Respondent attempts to create a jurisdictional limitation that investors actually 

“made” the investment themselves. However, no such restriction exists under the EIT, 

which merely requires investors to “own or control” investments. 

20. In this regard, it is established that the acquisition of protected assets does not affect their 

qualification as an investment (1). In any event, contrary to Laoc’s objection, GNB does 

“own” a protected Investment (2) that is associated with an Economic Activity in 

the Energy Sector (3) as required under Article I.(1) EIT.  

 
27 NoA, P5:¶1:LL27-30. 

28 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL606-609. 

29 RNoA, P26:¶¶6-7. 

30 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL610-611. 

31 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL607-610. 
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1. GNB’s acquisition of the Investment did not affect its character as a protected 

Investment under Article I.(1) EIT 

21. In its Response to the Notice of Arbitration, despite conceding candidly that MFNB 

qualified as an investor under the EIT,32 Laoc denies that GNB would in turn meet 

the jurisdictional requirements, notably that GNB “owns” an investment. 

22. Laoc’s position is wholly contradictory. MFNB derived its status as an investor under 

the EIT33 from the fact that it owned a protected investment under Article 1. These assets 

are now owned by GNB,34 who, accordingly, benefits from the same status as protected 

investor under the EIT. 

23. Laoc seems to imply that the nature of the underlying assets would somehow have changed 

by virtue of the Assignment and would now elude the protection of the EIT.  

24. Such argument goes against the intention of the Contracting Parties to the EIT that 

investments be afforded continued protection irrespective of any change in form or 

ownership. To that effect, Article I.(1) in fine EIT states: “A change in the form in which 

assets are invested does not affect their character as investments.” 

25. Faced with a similar objection, the tribunal in African Holding held that a mere assignment 

cannot result in the underlying assets being deprived of investment protection, especially 

under a treaty that contains a ‘transformation’ clause, such as the Zaïre-USA BIT and 

the EIT.35 

26. Similarly, other tribunals have repeatedly found that the transfer of a protected asset did 

not alter its character as an investment.36 Though the identity of the investor may change, 

the assets themselves remain the same, and continue to qualify as investments under 

the treaty.37 

 
32 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL610-611. 

33 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL610-611. 

34 C-12, P23:¶1.3:LL530-532. 

35 African Holding, ¶¶75,84. 

36 CME (Partial Award) ¶423; Schooner, ¶207. 

37 Fedax, ¶40. 
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27. For instance, the tribunal in Energoalians remarked that an assignment of rights under 

contract simply substitutes a different creditor without affecting the underlying obligation. 

By analogy, the tribunal found that assets remain subject to investment protection 

notwithstanding any change in ownership.38 In MNSS, the tribunal reached the same 

conclusion:  

The First Loan did not change its condition as an investment because of 

the assignment. The change of creditor changes the investor but not 

the substance of the investment.39 

28. In its Response to the Notice of Arbitration, Laoc acknowledged that the rights arising out 

of the Financing Agreement constitute investments.40  

29. In accordance with the Assignment Agreement, GNB acquired “all the rights and claims 

[...] arising from the Financing Agreement” (the assets, the “Investment” and the 

assignment operation, the “Assignment”).41 All references to MFNB in the Financing 

Agreement should therefore be read as referring to GNB.42 Accordingly, the transfer of the 

rights and claims to GNB did not affect their substance in any way, shape or form, but 

simply substituted the creditor under the Financing Agreement. 

30. As such, the assets originally owned by MFNB remain protected under the EIT regardless 

of their transfer to GNB. In any case, GNB owns a qualifying Investment under the EIT. 

2. GNB’s loan to Ticadia-1, together with ancillary pledges and mortgages, 

constitutes an Investment under Article I.(1)(a)-(b) EIT 

31. Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, GNB acquired and currently owns three kinds of 

assets that qualify for protection, namely pledges of local shares and a mortgage of land in 

Laoc covered as “property rights” under Article I.(1)(a) (a) and a debt against a local 

company as set out in Article I.(1)(b) EIT (b). 

 
38 Energoalians, ¶¶214-215. 

39 MNSS, ¶¶203-204. 

40 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL610-612. 

41 C-12, P23:¶1.1:LL521-522. 

42 C-12, P23:¶1.2:LL526-527. 
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a. GNB owns property rights in Laoc within the meaning of Article I.(1)(a) EIT in the form 

of pledges of shares and a land mortgage 

32. Article I.(1)(a) EIT expressly covers “property rights” such as “pledges” and “mortgages”.  

33. Pursuant to the Assignment Agreement, GNB acquired all the rights MFNB had under the 

Financing Agreement concluded on 1 December 2010 between MFNB, Ticadia-1 and 

Mountaintop.43 These rights include inter alia a pledge against Mountaintop’s shares in 

Ticadia-1 and a mortgage on the land and fixed assets used for the T-1 Power Plant to 

secure the underlying USD600,000,000 loan.44 These security interests concern assets that 

are all located in Laoc, and thus fall within the scope of Article I EIT.  

34. Accordingly, GNB owns “property rights” in Laoc under Article I.(1)(a) and qualifies as 

an investor in Laoc.  

b. GNB further owns a debt in Ticadia-1 LLC, a local Laocan company, as set out in 

Article I.(1)(b) EIT 

35. The definition of a ‘protected investment’ also encompasses “debt of a company” as set out 

in Article I.(1)(b) EIT, in cases where said company is incorporated in the territory of a 

Contracting Party other than that of the investor.  

36. As part of the Assignment, MFNB transferred the outstanding debt45 owed by Ticadia-1 

under the Financing Agreement to GNB.46 Since Ticadia-1 is a company incorporated in 

Laoc, GNB also “owns” a “debt of a company” within the meaning of Article I. 

37. Accordingly, all the assets owned by GNB in Laoc qualify as “investments” under 

Article 1 EIT. 

 
43 C-12, P23:LL530-531. 

44 SoUF, P57:¶14:LL1461-1463; C-4, P12:¶5.1:LL245-247; NoA, P6:¶10:LL86-88. 

45 SoUF, P57:¶12:LL1448-1451; C-4, P12:¶¶2.1-3.1:LL238-239. 

46 C-12, P23:¶1.2:LL526-527. 
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3. GNB’s Investment in the T1 Power Plant Project is “associated with an 

Economic Activity in the Energy Sector” in accordance with Article I.(1) EIT 

38. Finally, GNB’s Investments are entitled to protection as they satisfy the requirement in 

Article I.(1) EIT that the assets be “associated with an Economic Activity in the Energy 

Sector”, namely the financing of an electrical power plant.  

39. Article I.(3) EIT defines Economic Activity in the Energy Sector as: “an economic activity 

concerning the [...] financing [...] of any energy [...] installations and products.” Such 

installations naturally include power plants. Likewise, the ordinary meaning of ‘financing’ 

equally extends to the granting of a loan. It follows that the rights GNB derives from the 

Financing Agreement are clearly “associated with Economic Activity in the Energy 

Sector.” Along these lines, arbitral tribunals usually construe this nexus requirement 

loosely.47 

40. The Financing Agreement expressly states that the loan was granted “for the construction 

of the 850 MW coal-fired power plant Ticadia-1.”48 Securing this loan was essential to the 

T1 Project, as Ticadia-1 specifically relied on the loan funds to buy the plot of land and 

carry out the construction works.49 The loan, together with the security interests, owned by 

GNB are therefore directly related to the financing of installations in the energy sector, and 

thereby meet the nexus requirement in Article I.(1) EIT. 

41. This is precisely the conclusion recently reached by the tribunal in Portigon, where 

the tribunal held that a bank loan constituted an investment for the purpose of the ECT.50 

Considering this finding was made despite the absence of the term “financing” in the ECT 

definition of ‘economic activity in the energy sector’, the Tribunal should a fortiori reach 

a similar conclusion under the EIT, which expressly covers the financing of power plants. 

42. Consequently, GNB’s acquired Investment falls under the protection of the EIT. Therefore, 

GNB’s ownership of a protected Investment grants jurisdiction to the Tribunal over its 

Assigned Claim, which was validly transferred to GNB along with the Investment.  

 
47 Amto, ¶42; Blusun, ¶263; Al-Bahloul, ¶139; Electrabel, ¶5.50. 

48 C-4, P12:¶2.1:LL229-230. 

49 NoA, P6:¶10:LL88-90. 

50 Portigon (unpublished). 
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43. Therefore, contrary to Laoc’s first objection, GNB does “own” a protected Investment 

under the EIT. Furthermore, as discussed below, the Tribunal has jurisdiction over 

the Assigned Claim, considering that GNB is the successor in interest to an investor sharing 

the same nationality pursuant to a valid assignment agreement. 

B. The Assigned Claim was validly transferred to GNB, together with the Investment, 

under both domestic and international law 

44. Under the Assignment Agreement, MFNB validly assigned its claims against Laoc and 

Mountaintop to GNB, under both domestic and international law.51 

45. While the EIT is silent on the matter, the assignability of claims is a long-standing general 

principle of law recognised under international law (1). In the context of investment 

treaties, arbitral tribunals have consistently applied this principle subject to two conditions, 

namely compliance with domestic law and the ‘continuous nationality’ rule, which are 

satisfied in the present case (2). 

1. Claims are freely assignable under international law as a ‘general principle of law’ 

as enshrined in Article 38(1)(c) ICJ Statute 

46. According to Article 38(1) ICJ Statute, international law consists inter alia of “general 

principles of law recognised by civilised nations.” Such a principle has emerged in relation 

to the assignment of claims, since virtually all modern legal systems recognise that 

individual claims are freely assignable under the same rules applicable to other rights and 

obligations. 

47. Pursuant to Article 38(1)(c) ICJ Statute, absent a specific rule in the EIT or in customary 

international law, the Tribunal should turn to general principles of law. These principles 

result from a comparative review of representative legal systems, leaving local 

particularities aside, and transposed into international law.52 Such a comparative analysis 

reveals that a general principle of assignability of claims exists. In common law 

jurisdictions, the assignability of claims is long recognised.53 Similarly, in civil law 

 
51 C-12, P23:¶1.1:LL521-522. 

52 Dumberry, P95. 

53 UK Law of Property Act 1925 Chapter 20 Section 136; US Restatement (Second) of Contracts, Chapter 15, 

¶317. 
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systems, the procedural right to bring a claim may be assigned along with the substantive 

right from which it stems.54 As a matter of course, both Mercuria and Laoc also allow 

the assignment of claims.55 

48. In limited circumstances, certain claims may not be assigned owing to the intuitu personae 

character of the underlying relationship.56 Such situation may arise when the nature of the 

performance owed would change dramatically, should the creditor of that obligation be 

substituted. Typically, this restriction does not apply to claims to money because 

substitution of a different payee is not considered to alter an obligation to pay in any 

meaningful way. 

49. In the present case, GNB acquired a monetary claim which, by definition, does not involve 

personal considerations. MFNB assigned the right to claim compensation from Laoc, 

which arose from its violation of EIT obligations. Once the right to compensation has 

accrued, Laoc is under an indefeasible obligation to make full reparation,57 and no personal 

considerations arise. In practical terms, it would make absolutely no difference to Laoc to 

pay GNB instead of MFNB, provided that both entities are entitled to substantive protection 

and access to international arbitration under the EIT, which is the case here. 

50. Another limit expressed in some legal systems is the concern that the assignment of claims 

be based merely on speculation. In this regard, the doctrines of maintenance and champerty 

prohibit the assignment of a bare right to litigate.58 However, the assignment of a property 

right or interest together with an ancillary cause of action does not amount to maintenance 

or champerty.59 

 
54 Article 1321 French Civil Code, Cass.13-13336 (French); Section 398 German Civil Code; 

SC.ES:TS:1993:19110 (Spanish); Article 1260 Italian Civil Code; Article 79 Chinese Contract Law; Article 382 

Russian Civil Code; Article 164 Swiss Law of Obligations; Article 1689 Belgian Civil Code; Article 197 Ukrainian 

Civil Code. 

55 PO3, P68:¶2:LL1804-1808. 

56 Cass.04-10231(French); Section 399 German Civil Code; Article 1112 Spanish Civil Code; Article 1260 Italian 

Civil Code; SC.95da49325(Korean); Article 79 Chinese Contract Law; Article 382 Russian Civil Code; 

Article 164 Swiss Law of Obligations; Article 1689 Belgian Civil Code; Article 197 Ukrainian Civil Code. 

57 ARSIWA, Art.31. 

58 Beale, ¶50. 

59 Trendtex (UK), ¶¶16-86. 
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51. In the case at hand, it cannot be argued that the sole purpose of the assignment was to 

speculate on a bare right to litigate. In fact, GNB did not acquire an isolated claim. 

To the contrary, GNB primarily acquired MFNB’s underlying investment which consists 

of a loan, a pledge of shares, and a mortgage, all of which are protected under the EIT. The 

Assigned Claim is merely a secondary right, which was transferred along with 

the Investment. 

52. In conclusion, none of the limited policy reasons against assignment of claims are 

applicable in our case. That is why arbitral tribunals in similar cases have transposed this 

general principle in favour of treaty claims only subject to two limitations – validity under 

applicable law and the continuous nationality rule – both of which are met in the present 

case as discussed below.  

2. The Assignment in favour of GNB fulfils the two requirements for assigning 

investment claims under international law  

53. In light of this general principle, assignment of claims is ordinarily permissible under 

international law, save for limited conditions. The assignment of treaty claims is merely 

subject to two extrinsic requirements: first, that the underlying assignment instrument be 

valid under its applicable domestic law (a) and second, that the assignee and assignor share 

the same nationality as required under the ‘continuous nationality’ rule (b). 

54. Where such requirements are satisfied, and absent an express prohibition in the applicable 

treaty, investors are free to assign said claims along with the underlying investment.60 

As the Assignment meets both conditions, it is valid under international law. 

a. The Assignment Agreement between MFNB and GNB is valid under its governing 

Mercurian law 

55. Tribunals have found that an assigned treaty claim may only be asserted provided 

the agreement pertaining to the assignment is valid under the applicable law.  

 
60 CME, ¶92. 
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56. In the words of the Wintershall tribunal: “[i]f the applicable law so permits - there is 

nothing to prevent [the original investor] from voluntarily assigning its ICSID claim to a 

third party.” (emphasis added)61 

57. Similarly, the tribunal in Renta examined the validity of the assignment under Spanish law 

before concluding that the assignee could assert the assigned claim.62 

58. In the present dispute, Mercurian law governs the Assignment Agreement.63 

Under Clause 1.1 of the Assignment Agreement, MFNB assigned to GNB “all rights and 

claims, whether under domestic or international law, arising from the Financing 

Agreement [...] including the rights to claim compensation from all third parties.”64 

The Clause specifies for the avoidance of doubt that such assignment also includes any 

potential treaty claims against Laoc.65 

59. It is established that “[t]he Assignment Agreement satisfies all provisions of Mercurian 

law, which is applicable to the assignment of rights.”66 It follows that the Assignment 

Agreement is valid under Mercurian law. 

60. Therefore, the first requirement for GNB’s assertion of an assigned treaty claim is fulfilled. 

b. The Assignment satisfies the ‘continuous nationality’ rule in view of MFNB and GNB 

both sharing Mercurian nationality 

61. Tribunals generally sustain jurisdiction over claims of assignees sharing a common 

nationality with the assignor, on the grounds that they qualify for protection under the same 

treaty.  

62. For instance, in African Holding, the tribunal concluded that the assignor had transferred 

all of its rights to the assignee, including the claims and consent to arbitration. In reaching 

this finding, the tribunal gave consideration to the common nationality of the assignor and 

 
61 Wintershall, ¶56. 

62 Renta, ¶40. See also, Energoalians, ¶213; Daimler, ¶147. 

63 C-12, P24:¶3:LL542-544. 

64 C-12, P23:¶1.1:LL521-523. 

65 C-12, P23:¶1.1:LL524-525. 

66 PO3, P68:¶2:LL1807-1808. 
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the assignee, which, as such, benefitted from the consent of the State under the same 

treaty.67 Numerous arbitral tribunals have adopted a similar reasoning.68 

63. In addition, in Schooner, the respondent specifically acknowledged that the previous owner 

of the investment, who was of the same nationality as the claimant, could have brought 

a claim under the BIT.69 Consequently, the tribunal held that, as a successor of the same 

nationality, the assignee had standing to bring the claim.70 

64. In the present case, Laoc admitted that MFNB could have asserted its claims under 

the EIT.71 As both MFNB72 and GNB73 are incorporated under the laws of Mercuria, 

the Assignment to GNB has no bearing on the nationality requirement under the EIT.  

65. In light of the above, GNB satisfies both requirements to bring the Assigned Claim: first, 

the Assignment Agreement is valid under Mercurian law, and second, the continuous 

nationality requirement is fulfilled.  

*** 

66. The Tribunal’s jurisdiction over GNB’s claim stems from its ownership of a qualifying 

Investment under Article I.(1) EIT, and the validity of the Assignment under both 

Mercurian and international law. 

  

 
67 African Holding, ¶¶63,71,103. 

68 Banro, ¶5; Gemplus, ¶5.29; Loewen, ¶237; Société Générale, ¶110. 

69 Schooner, ¶195(ix). 

70 Schooner, ¶¶206-208. 

71 RNoA, P26:¶5:LL610-611. 

72 C-12, P23:LL504-506. 

73 NoA, P5:¶1:LL27-29. 
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II. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION OVER GNB’S CLAIMS AS THE CHALLENGED 

MEASURES ARE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO LAOC 

67. In the present case, no lex specialis governs the attribution of conduct between ASNEC 

and its Member States. While the EIT is silent on this matter, Article 120 AFC simply 

operates a renvoi to the substantive rules provided for in Articles 6 and 7 ARIO. The Coal 

Directive provides no basis to apply Article 6 ARIO to preclude attribution of the Laocan 

Parliament’s conduct to Laoc (A). Even if arguendo the Challenged Measures were 

attributable to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO, they are still concurrently attributable to 

Laoc under Article 4 ARSIWA (B). In any event, the Challenged Measures are not 

attributable to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO (C). 

 

A. The Coal Directive provides no basis to apply Article 6 ARIO to preclude 

attribution of the Laocan Parliament’s conduct to Laoc 

68. To find jurisdiction over GNB’s claims, the Tribunal need only be satisfied that the 

Challenged Measures – that is Laws 66/2012 and 72/2016 – are attributable to Laoc. Laoc’s 

objection rests on the notion that attribution to ASNEC acts as a defence, and bars 

attribution to Laoc. The issue of attribution falls to be considered under the customary rules 

on attribution to States as enshrined in the Articles on the Responsibility of States for 

Internationally Wrongful Acts (“ARSIWA”) and the Articles on the Responsibility of 

International Organisations (“ARIO”) pursuant to Article 120 ASNEC Founding Charter 

(“AFC”).74 

69. Under the application of those two sets of rules, Laoc’s objection would only succeed if 

Laoc were to prove that the Laocan Parliament had been ‘fully seconded’ to ASNEC under 

Article 6 ARIO when it enacted Laws 66/2012 and 72/2012 (1). On the facts of the case, 

there is no ground for such exclusive attribution of the Laocan Parliament’s conduct to 

ASNEC (2). 

 
74 R-3, P33, Art.120. 
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1. Attribution to Laoc would only be excluded if the Laocan Parliament had been ‘fully 

seconded’ within the meaning of Article 6 ARIO 

70. The rule of attribution under the ARIO and the ARSIWA is dual attribution of conduct. 

Only in exceptional circumstances, which are not met in the present case, can dual 

attribution of conduct to both Laoc and ASNEC be avoided.  

71. There is a clear division of labour between the ARSIWA and the ARIO. While under the 

ARSIWA conduct can only be attributable to a State, under the ARIO conduct can only be 

attributable to an IO. When an IO and a State organ are involved in a certain conduct, both 

sets of rules apply simultaneously. As a result, as recognised by the ILC and Special 

Rapporteur Gaja, the said conduct is attributed to both, i.e. to the IO under the ARIO, and 

to the State under the ARSIWA.75 In principle, the ARIO therefore have no influence on 

the attribution of conduct to a State.76 

72. There are only two exceptions to this rule. The first exception, irrelevant in the present 

case, is contained in Part Five of the ARIO, which deals with the responsibility of a State 

in connection with an act of an IO.  

73. The second exception is established by Article 6 ARIO. In the rare situations covered by 

this provision, the ARIO Commentaries expressly recognise a positive criterion of 

attribution of conduct to an IO on the one hand, and a negative criterion of attribution to a 

State on the other. First, they establish that conduct of organs or agents of an IO is 

attributable to the IO.77 Second, they establish that in case a State organ is ‘fully seconded’ 

to the IO, its conduct is not attributable to the State. As explicitly provided by Commentary 

(1) under Article 7 ARIO, in these exceptional circumstances “the organ’s conduct would 

clearly be attributable only to the receiving organization.”78   

74. ‘Full secondment’ is characterised when the State organ stops acting as an organ of the 

State in order to exercise IO functions under the sole authority of the IO.79 As a result, the 

institutional link between the State organ and the State is severed, and a new institutional 

 
75 ILC Report 2002, ¶476; Gaja, Second Report, ¶¶6-7. See also Messineo, P88. 

76 ARSIWA, Art.57; ARIO, GC:(1); ARIO, Art.63. 

77 ARIO, Art.6.1. 

78 ARIO, Art.7:(1).  

79 Ago, Third Report, P272:¶210; Messineo, P87.  
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link is created between the State organ and the IO.80 By contrast, the Commentaries to the 

ARIO make clear that, in the event the seconding State retains certain administrative and 

disciplinary powers over the seconded entity, it is not a case of ‘full secondment’ under 

Article 6 ARIO, but rather a situation governed by Article 7 ARIO. ‘Full secondment’ 

therefore only occurs in the limited circumstances in which a seconding State relinquished 

all powers or other prerogatives over the seconded entity, throughout the entire course of 

the secondment. 

75. This is never the case when it comes to Member States implementing general instructions 

or directives issued by their respective IOs.81 For example, in the context of the European 

Union (“EU”), the Member States’ national parliaments are never assimilated to EU organs 

or agents,82 as Member States consistently retain a full measure of control over their 

legislature when implementing EU directives. For the same reasons, as explained below, 

the Laocan Parliament cannot be deemed to have been ‘fully seconded’ by Laoc to ASNEC 

when it implemented the Coal Directive. 

2. The Laocan Parliament was not ‘fully seconded’ to ASNEC under 

Article 6 ARIO when it implemented the Coal Directive 

76. The Laocan Parliament was never fully seconded to ASNEC. When it implemented the 

Coal Directive, the Laocan Parliament did not exercise functions of ASNEC, nor was it 

under its sole authority. Further, Laoc undoubtedly retained administrative and disciplinary 

powers over its Parliament. Absent full secondment, the conduct of the Laocan Parliament 

falls outside the scope of Article 6 ARIO.   

77. First, ASNEC did not have authority over the Laocan’s Parliament implementing conduct. 

Under Article 7(4) Coal Directive, Laoc was granted ample discretion to enact whatever 

support scheme it considered appropriate in view of the local circumstances. GNB 

specifically challenges Law 72/2016. The latter reveals Laoc’s manifest dislike towards 

existing operators. Laoc could have chosen to work hand in hand with the existing 

operators to address the risk of bankruptcy. Instead, they chose to set up a new, untested 

 
80 Messineo, P87. 

81 Gaja, Second Report, ¶13.  

82 ARSIWA, Art.57:(2).  
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state entity. This means that Laoc retained a significant degree of authority over its 

Parliament in the form of discretion.  

78. Second, the Laocan Parliament never stopped acting as an organ pertaining to Laoc. 

Implementing the Coal Directive by enacting the measures of its choice was indeed its very 

own function.83 Similarly to the Laocan government, who exercised its functions by 

consulting relevant stakeholders in the energy industry before implementing the Coal 

Directive,84 the Laocan Parliament carried out its functions by organising parliamentary 

debates.85 While the organisation of the latter clearly falls within Laoc’s administrative 

powers, assuring they are properly carried falls within its disciplinary powers. Never did 

the Laocan government nor the Laocan Parliament stop acting as State organs.  

79. Laoc’s position that the Laocan Parliament was ‘fully seconded’ to ASNEC when it 

implemented the Coal Directive is contrary to ASNEC rules. It would mean that, although 

the AFC explicitly gives Laoc the choice of forms and methods of implementation,86 

ASNEC would take control over its Parliament. It would also mean that the Laocan 

Parliament would stop exercising its functions in Laoc, which is a parliamentary 

Republic,87 whenever ASNEC would enact a binding legal act and for the whole duration 

of its implementation.   

80. Since the facts clearly rule out the idea that the Laocan Parliament would have been ‘fully 

seconded’ to ASNEC within the meaning of Article 6 ARIO, Laoc’s objection necessarily 

fails as Laoc cannot rely on Article 6 ARIO to preclude attribution to itself of the Laws 

enacted by its own legislature. As discussed below, in the absence of exclusive attribution 

to ASNEC under Article 6 ARIO, the Laocan Parliament’s conduct is therefore necessarily 

attributable to Laoc under Article 4 ARSIWA. 

 
83 C-7, P17, Art.18; R-3, P33, Art.115.3.  

84 PO3, P69:¶10:L1856.  

85 SoUF, P59:¶23:LL1507-1508.  

86 R-3, P33, Art.115.3.  

87 SoUF, P56:¶2.  
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B. Even if arguendo the Challenged Measures were attributable to ASNEC under 

Article 7 ARIO, they are still concurrently, attributable to Laoc under 

Article 4 ARSIWA 

81. Since the present situation falls outside the scope of Article 6 ARIO, the Challenged 

Measures could only be attributable to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO – which Claimant 

denies. However, contrary to the situation provided for under Article 6 ARIO, the 

attribution of conduct to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO would not preclude the attribution 

of conduct to Laoc under Article 4 ARSIWA. At best, Article 7 ARIO could result in the 

joint attribution to both ASNEC and Laoc which would not deprive this Tribunal of 

jurisdiction to hear GNB’s claim.  

82. Article 7 ARIO deals with the situation in which an organ is placed by a State at the disposal 

of an IO. This amounts to a partial secondment to the IO, as opposed to a full secondment. 

The situations covered by Article 7 ARIO, therefore, fall outside of the exception in which 

exclusive attribution is possible.  

83. As discussed above, the ‘division of labour’ between the ARIO and the ARSIWA applies 

as a general rule, unless the Commentaries expressly provide otherwise. The ARIO 

Commentaries do not provide for any such exception under Article 7 ARIO. Accordingly, 

Article 7 is meant to be applied in conjunction with the rules on attribution of conduct to 

States as found in the ARSIWA.88  Here, the conduct of the Laocan Parliament is without 

doubt attributable to Laoc under Article 4 ARSIWA.  

84. Article 4 ARSIWA establishes that “[t]he conduct of any State organ shall be considered 

an act of that State under international law, whether the organ exercises legislative, 

executive, judicial or any other functions […].”89 The Laocan Parliament is an organ of 

Laoc State, namely the legislative branch of the Laocan government. It expressly has 

the status of an organ under Laocan domestic law.  

85. The enactment of the Laws 66/2016 and 72/2016 by the Laocan Parliament is clearly 

attributable to Laoc under Article 4 ARSIWA. Any allegation that such conduct could also 

 
88 Gaja, Second Report, ¶31.  

89 ARSIWA, Art.4.1.  
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be attributable to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO - which Claimant denies – does not affect 

this conclusion. 

C. In any event, the Challenged Measures are not attributable to ASNEC under 

Article 7 ARIO 

86. In any event, Article 7 ARIO is not applicable in the present dispute. This provision 

requires two cumulative conditions to be fulfilled: (1) that the State organ is ‘placed at the 

disposal’ of the IO, which (2) exercises ‘effective control’ over it. In the case at hand, none 

of these conditions are met. The Challenged Measures cannot, therefore, be attributed to 

ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO. They can only be attributed to Laoc under Article 4 

ARSIWA.   

1. The Laocan Parliament was not ‘placed at the disposal of ASNEC’ 

87. The Laocan Parliament was not placed at the disposal of ASNEC in the meaning of 

Article 7 ARIO.  

88. Absent a definition of the expression ‘placed at the disposal’ under Article 7 ARIO, 

reference should be made to the ARSIWA where the same wording is used.90 According 

to Article 6 ARSIWA, the seconded State organ which is ‘placed at the disposal’ acts “with 

the consent, under the authority of and for the purposes of the receiving [IO]” and has to 

“perform functions appertaining to the [IO] at whose disposal it is placed […] in 

conjunction with the machinery of that [IO]”.91 This amounts to a partial secondment, as 

opposed to a full secondment.92  

89. The notion of ‘placed at the disposal’ encompasses “limited” situations. These are specific 

situations such as when “a section of the health service […] [is] placed under the orders of 

another country to assist in overcoming an epidemic or natural disaster” or when “judges 

appointed in particular cases to act as judicial organs of another State.”93 In the context of 

 
90 ARIO, GC:(6).  

91 ARSIWA, Art.6:(2).  

92 The use of ‘fully seconded’ in relation to Art.6 ARIO (ARIO, Art.7:(1)) is to be distinguished from the use of 

‘seconded’ in relation to Art.7 ARIO (e.g. ARIO, Art.6:(6)).  

93 ARSIWA, Art.6:(3).  
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IOs, the situation mostly concerns the case of military contingents that a State places at the 

disposal of the UN for a peacekeeping operation.94 

90. In the present case, the Laocan Parliament did not enact the Challenged Measures under 

the authority of ASNEC, since ASNEC rules gave it the freedom to decide how to 

implement the Coal Directive.95 It certainly did not perform functions of ASNEC either, as 

the implementation of ASNEC legal acts is part of the Member States’ functions.96 The 

Laocan Parliament was not, therefore, placed at the disposal of ASNEC when it enacted 

the Challenged Measures.  

91. Should this Tribunal reach a different conclusion, the Laocan Parliament was not under the 

‘effective control’ of ASNEC. The conditions for the Challenged Measures to be attributed 

to ASNEC under Article 7 ARIO would still not be fulfilled. 

2. The Laocan Parliament was not under the ‘effective control’ of ASNEC 

92. ASNEC did not exercise ‘effective control’ over the Laocan Parliament in the meaning of 

Article 7 ARIO when it enacted the Challenged Measures. 

93. The ‘effective control’ test is characterised by the existence of a ‘factual link’ between the 

IO and the State organ which requires an active role from the IO in the act in question.97 

For the ‘effective control’ test to be fulfilled, three cumulative conditions must be met. 

First, the IO must be actively involved in the organisation of the State organ’s 

implementing conduct. Absent specific instructions, participation in the “financing, 

organising, training, equipping and planning” of the acts in question is insufficient.98 

Second, the IO must possess disciplinary powers over the State organ, as opposed to a mere 

institutional control.99 Third, the IO must be able to limit the margin of manoeuvre of the 

 
94 ARIO, Art.7:(1).  

95 R-3, P33, Art.115.3; C-7, P17, Art.7.2.  

96 R-3, P33, Arts.62.2;120.  

97 ARIO, Art.7:(4).  

98 Nicaragua, ¶¶112-115. See also Crawford/Pellet/Olleson, PP207;267-268.  

99 ARIO, Art.7:(1),(7); Gaja, Second Report, ¶¶38-40.  
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State organ during the implementation, if any. The more discretion is left to the State, the 

less control is exercised by the IO.100  

94. Although the ‘effective control’ test was initially tailored for military operations, Special 

Rapporteur Gaja explicitly rejected the idea that it was “less adequate for deciding 

attribution in the case of other types of cooperation between international organizations 

and States or other international organizations.”101 The criteria of the ‘effective control’ 

test are therefore applicable, mutatis mutandis, to the present situation. Laoc’s attempt to 

transform the test into a ‘normative’ or ‘institutional’ control is to be rejected.  

95. The ‘effective control’ test was indeed applied to the EU context. In the discussions, the 

proposal that the EU would exercise effective control over its Member States when 

implementing EU legal acts was explicitly rejected. Such conduct should be attributed to 

that Member State, even when the latter had no discretion.102 

96. In the present case, nothing in the record suggests that ASNEC plans the activity of the 

Laocan Parliament, nor that the latter is financed by ASNEC. In fact, Member States 

support the financing of their environmental policy.103 Further, the institutional control 

provided in Article 124 AFC is considerably less coercive than the one set up in the TFEU, 

which is already considered insufficient to meet the threshold of ‘effective control’. First, 

it does not provide for the possibility to bring a claim against a Member State before 

ASNEC Courts. Second, the control procedure is not triggered automatically, but upon a 

proposal of Member States. And even when triggered, its first effect is that the Member 

State in question is invited to submit its observations.104 Thus, Laoc cannot reasonably 

argue that ASNEC retains sufficient disciplinary powers over its Parliament.  

97. In addition, ASNEC is not able to limit Laoc’s margin of manoeuvre in its implementation 

of ASNEC directives. The latter are “binding, as to the result to be achieved” but “leave to 

the national authorities the choice of form and methods.”105 In particular, the Coal 

 
100 Delgado, P75.  

101 Gaja, Seventh Report, ¶25. See also Delgado, P75.  

102 Gaja, Seventh Report, ¶33, citing Bosphorus and Kadi.  

103 R-3, P33, Art.62.  

104 R-3, P34, Art.124.3.  

105 R-3, P33, Art.115.3.  
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Directive only sets a ‘binding overall Association target for 2030’106, leaving to Member 

States the discretion to set their own national target. It also gives Member States the 

possibility to apply support schemes to provide incentives for the integration renewable 

energy in the market,107 and allows them to take into account “their specific 

circumstances”108 when taking the necessary measures. ASNEC had no authority to 

constrain Laoc to act in a different manner.   

98. Since none of the criteria are met, this Tribunal should find that ASNEC did not exercise 

effective control over the Laocan Parliament in the meaning of Article 7 ARIO. As such, 

the Challenged Measures should be attributed to Laoc only. 

99. In the present case, Laoc has failed to demonstrate that the Challenged Measures should be 

exclusively attributed to ASNEC. This Tribunal should therefore reject Laoc’s objection to 

jurisdiction. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
106 C-7, P16, Art.2.  

107 C-7, P16:LL341-342.  

108 C-7, P17, Art.7.2.  
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PART TWO: MERITS 

III. LAOC’S LAW 66/2012 AND 72/2012 BREACHED THE FAIR AND EQUITABLE 

TREATMENT STANDARD GUARANTEED UNDER THE EIT 

100. Article II(1) EIT imposes on Laoc a positive obligation to “accord at all times fair and 

equitable treatment” to investments, and a negative obligation to refrain from “impair[ing] 

by unreasonable or discriminatory measures”109 such investments. Laoc failed on both 

grounds.  

101. The Coal Directive left Laoc “with discretion to introduce support schemes to provide 

incentives for the integration of electricity from renewable sources.”110 Instead, Laoc set 

T1 for failure, decided to impair GNB’s investment through the enactment of unreasonable 

measures which, “in and of themselves”,111 violate the EIT (A). Laoc also unduly interfered 

with the investors acquired rights under the regulatory framework, and thus frustrated their 

legitimate expectations (B). Over and above, Law 72/2016 discriminated “state-of-the-

art”112 T1 against polluting biomass plants without any justification (C). Such 

discriminatory Laws cannot be excused by any means (D). 

A. The Challenged Measures unduly impaired MFNB’s Investment without any 

reasonable basis 

102. Laoc relied on a non-conclusive report to adopt the Challenged Measures. Such a 

nonsensical reliance was largely motivated by political whims and thus, unreasonably 

impaired GNB. 

103. Article II(1) EIT imposes an obligation on Laoc not to “in any way impair [the investments] 

by unreasonable” measures.113 Under the classical AES Summit test, a measure is deemed 

reasonable when adopted with (i) a rational policy and (ii) an appropriate nexus “between 

 
109 P63:LL1645-1650. 

110 SoUF, PP58-59:¶22:LL1503-1504. 

111 Eskosol, ¶383; See also CMS, ¶333; ESPF, ¶698. 

112 C-5, P14:L283. 

113 P63:LL1647-1649. 
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the state’s public policy objective and the measure adopted to achieve it.”114 The measure 

must also be “necessary”.115  

104. GNB does not contest that dealing with environmental issues and promoting renewables 

may, in abstract, be rational policy objectives. However, the analysis cannot stop here. All 

the requirements for a finding of a breach of FET based on an unreasonableness are met in 

the present case. Laoc’s sudden policy change was not appropriately linked to the stated 

environmental objectives. It was not supported by solid justification (1) but made on a 

whim of a radical environmental party (2). It also unnecessarily burdened T1 with market-

distorting feed-in tariffs and left it without viable possibility to convert to green energy (3). 

1. Laoc relied on a questionable scientific report to adopt the Challenged Measures 

105. In enacting the Challenged Measures, Laoc relied on a single 2010 report drawing 

a “correlation” between the growth of coal emissions and the intensity of floods.116 

However, without an “empirical evidence” thereof,117 such report is premised on a flawed 

methodology: “correlation is not causation”, and a report that assumes otherwise commits 

serious logical error.118  

106. Although tribunals’ role is not to second-guess every scientific finding, they must exist and 

be based on a “materially consistent methodology.”119 Here, the facts speak for themselves: 

Laoc’s report utterly lacked any scientific basis or proper scientific analysis. 

107. Moreover, the report acknowledges that there were alternative explanations to the floods.120 

In fact, Laoc itself was not convinced about the report’s reliability. Indeed, the Government 

initially refused to enact a law “capping the amount of greenhouse emissions by coal 

plants”,121 notably on the ground that the 2010 report was insufficiently conclusive as to 

 
114 AES Summit, ¶10.3.7-10.3.9; Eskosol, ¶385; Antaris, ¶361; Micula, ¶525; Marfin, ¶1213. 

115 RREEF, ¶461; NextEra, ¶410. 

116 R-2, P31:LL727-728. 

117 R-2, P31:LL725-729. 

118 Mumford/Anjum.  

119 Mercer, ¶7.44. 

120 R-2, P31:LL723-725. 

121 R-2, P31:LL730-731. 
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the existence of a real nexus between growth of coal emissions and intensity of floods.122 

In addition, when this report was “used to brief the Laocan government […] on the 

Coal Directive”,123 Laoc, unconvinced, voted against the Directive.124 

108. In such cases, a State is required to clarify any scientific uncertainty.125 Surprisingly 

enough, despite the absence of any conclusive scientific evidence and instead of clarifying 

this uncertainty, Laoc simply changed its mind in 2016 and blindly relied on an incomplete 

6-year-old report.126  

109. Strikingly, Law 66/2016 refers not to the environmental assessment, but to 

Laoc’s “assess[ment of] the economic conditions of the operation of coal-fired power 

plants.”127 Such analysis of ‘financial health’ of the plants, however laudable, is unrelated 

to the protection of human health128 and simply reflect Laoc’s Environmental Union’s 

dislike towards existing coal plants operators. 

110. It is this dislike that led to the adoption of the Challenged Measures. 

2. Absent the faintest scientific data, the Challenged Measures rest on ideological 

preconceptions, not rational policy-making 

111. A measure principally motivated not by stated aim,129 but by political whims cannot be 

said to further rational public policy.130  

112. Evidence suggests that the plan to oust existing operators was devised by the LEU well 

before the Coal Directive. Indeed, LEU’s manifesto had prioritised “transition from fossil 

 
122 R-2, P31:LL730-731. 

123 PO3, P70:¶11:LL1868-1869. 

124 SoUF, P58:¶21:L1499. 

125 Windstream, ¶¶378-379. 

126 PO3, P68:¶13:LL1883-1887. 

127 C-8, P18:LL381-382. 

128 Article IX(1)(a), P63:L1690. 

129 Lemire, ¶¶262-263; EDF (Romania), ¶303. 

130 Tecmed, ¶¶127,130,144. 
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fuels and dramatically increased investment into the transition towards green energy” at 

least since 2013.131  

113. Laoc claims that the Challenged Measures are due to internal pressure from its electorate132 

and “ever-increasing pressure of the other ASNEC Member States”133 is manifestly 

disingenuous. In other words, the pressure was constant134 and LEU used the Directive 

as a pretext to push its “environmental agenda.”135 

114. To wit, even the electorate thought that LEU went too far. While the Directive concentrated 

on the development of renewable energy, LEU’s initial transposition measure – 

Law 66/2016 – merely eliminated all coal plants and offered nothing in return. It is only 

LEU’s electorate’s fear of looming energy crisis and country-wide protests136 that forced 

LEU to take a step back and finally introduce some support schemes five full months later. 

Thus, the purported consultations with investors137 were nothing short of a sham intended 

to keep up appearances. 

115. Even then, driven by irrational hatred of coal plants, Laoc refused to work hand in hand 

with the existing operators to address the risk of black outs and gambled on an LRC, an 

untested state monopoly. 

116. Consequently, the Challenged Measures had no link with environmental aims. 

3. Laoc could have adopted less intrusive alternatives within the margin of 

appreciation of the Coal Directive  

117. Laoc purported that its hands were tied, and that there was nothing more to be done on 

account of the strict terms of the Directive. The Tribunal should not fall prey to such 

mendacious machinations.  

 
131 SoUF, P70:¶12:LL1878-1879. 

132 SoUF, P58:¶20:L1490. 

133 NoA, P27:¶10:LL636-637. 

134 Id. 

135 SoUF, P19:¶19:L1486. 

136 SoUF, P59:¶¶23-24:LL1507,1515-1516. 

137 PO3, P69:¶10:LL1854-1858. 
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118. A measure cannot be deemed necessary if it has reasonable less restrictive alternatives138 

or is over-inclusive.139  

119. Contrary to Laoc’s allegations, Member States were given carte blanche to assist electricity 

producers in any way, shape or form appropriate in the circumstances to turn around their 

business (a). Instead of using this room for manoeuvre to protect MFNB’s investment, 

it introduced an unduly burdensome scheme and gave a blank cheque to an untested entity 

with no track record in the energy sector (b). As if that was not enough, Law 72/2016 

incentivises harmful biomass plants and already well-subsidised LRC (c). 

a. Article 7(4) of the Coal Directive wilfully left the door open for Laoc to assist T1 

throughout the phase-out 

120. Claimant does not contest that Law 66/2016 was predicated on 

Article 7(1) Coal Directive.140 Law 72/2016 is a different story: the four corners of the 

Directive allowed Laoc to take a myriad of various and effective alternative measures not 

so damaging to MFNB’s rights.  

121. Thus, under the RWE tribunal’s test, Law 72/2016 is unreasonable and unnecessary: 

If it is established that – even according a margin of appreciation to the State 

– less restrictive means were reasonably available, it is difficult to see how 

the given measure can be considered necessary.141  

122. Article 7(3) Coal Directive does forbid compensation.142 Nevertheless, Article 7(4) gave 

states ample “discretion to introduce support schemes” of various design cognisant 

of investors’ investments. This is because, as the travaux show, ASNEC, a member 

of the EIT, was mindful of the states’ obligation to protect “expectations investors might 

have had”143 and never expected that Article 7(3) would be used to violate the investor’s 

rights.  

 
138 RWE, ¶554; See also SolEs, ¶316. 

139 Micula, ¶525; Antaris, ¶361. 

140 SoUF, P58:¶¶21-22:LL1497-1500. 

141 RWE, ¶554. 

142 C-7, P17:LL351-352. 

143 PO4, P74:¶2:LL2010-2014. 
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123. This is in line with other State’s practice which: 

- directly compensated coal plant owners;144  

- allowed them to “to receive their return of invested capital”;145 or 

- provided them with multi-million aid packages to help transition into green 

energy.146 

124. This is because new facilities costs a lot: from 995 (solar) to 1,704 (hydro) 

to 3,800 (offshore wind) USD/kW.147 Conversion does not fare better: 600 (to wood chips) 

to 1,700 (wood pellets) USD/kW.148 Even very conservative estimates, assuming all plants 

have the same capacity factor,149 put the price of replacing or converting a 850,000 kW 

T1150 with an installation of equivalent capacity at: 

- Solar: 850,000*995=USD845,745,000; 

- Hydro: 850,000*1704=USD1,448,400,000. 

- Wind: 850,000*3,800=USD3,230,000,000; 

- Biomass-pellets: 850,000*600=USD510,000,000; 

- Biomass-chips: 850,000*1,700=USD1,445,000,000. 

 
144 Benn/Bodnar/Mitchell, P52. 

145 Marr-Laing/Thibault, P3. 

146 Eckert/Wacket. 

147 IRENA Report, PP19,75,89. 

148 IEA Report, P42. 

149 Which they do not – it is 36% for wind and 18% for solar against 47.5% for coal plants. See IRENA Report, 

P16; EIA Stats. 

150 R-1, P30:L703. 
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125. As the chart demonstrates, if T1 wants to survive, GNB must double or even quadruple 

the initial USD600,000,000 investment depending on the energy source. No coal plant on 

the verge of shutdown would be able to procure such financing without direct subsidies to 

convert.  

126. As case-by-case review of existing plants would have revealed, such subsidies would not 

even be onerous: most coal plants in Laoc were fully “amortised”151 and “nearing the end 

of their life cycles.”152 Laoc had USD1,000,000,000 available153 that could easily cover 

T1’s conversion costs, but Laoc ruled out any collaborative solution altogether. 

b. Instead, Laoc used this door to finance a State-owned company and introduce market-

distorting feed-in tariffs 

127. First, when a State does not justify “how a newly-established [state-owned] company 

devoid of any track record could be considered as the most appropriate solution to [end] 

the energy crisis” instead of helping an existing producer,154 such decision is considered 

arbitrary.155 

128. Here, Laoc could have chosen to allow coal plants turn their business around, eliminating 

the risk of black-outs and preserving thousands of jobs.156 Instead, it woefully disregarded 

 
151 PO4, P74:¶2:L2007. 

152 SoUF, P56:¶5:LL1411-1414. 

153 C-9, Art.7(2), P19:LL418-419. 

154 UAB, ¶970. 

155 Id., ¶973. 

156 C-1, P9:LL150-152. 
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the purpose of Article 7(4): it abandoned T1, set up LRC, an entity with no track record, 

and gave it USD1,000,000,000 without explaining how it was an efficient solution.157  

129. Second, Laoc could have implemented a green certificates scheme instead of market-

distorting feed-in tariffs. Indeed, States should “consider […] suitable alternatives […] 

before introducing support schemes.”158 Accordingly, green certificates should be 

preferred to feed-in tariffs, as a more cost-efficient and market-friendly alternative.159 

Should the State opt for feed-in tariffs, feed-in premium schemes should still provide for 

planned premium reductions and reviews, with aid granted only “until the plant has been 

fully depreciated.”160 

130. Laoc never assessed whether any market-distorting stimulus was needed at all and opted 

against a green certificates scheme. This is surprising, given that most of renewable energy 

is now cheaper and more competitive than coal.161  

131. Moreover, it offered “20-year energy supply contract[s] at prices substantially above 

market value.”162 Thus, Laoc froze the prices without possibility to adjust or cut the aid off. 

Recent cases show that when the price for source materials inevitably drops or electricity 

supply increases, producers will be overcompensated and get windfall.163 Inevitably, 

without proper safeguards, the history is bound to repeat itself in Laoc. 

c. Laoc’s feed-in tariffs needlessly incentivised harmful biomass plants and state-funded 

LRC 

132. As explained by the Micula tribunal, “it is not sufficient that [state’s conduct] be related to 

a rational policy; [it must also be] appropriately tailored to the pursuit of that rational 

policy”,164 i.e. not be over-inclusive.165 

 
157 C-9, P19:LL418-419. 

158 Howorth/Coxall. 

159 Saveyn/Ramírez/Wiesenthal, PP130-131. 

160 EC Design Guidance, ¶129. 

161 IRENA Report, P14. 

162 SoUF, P59:¶26. 

163 Eskosol, ¶397; Blusun, ¶¶342-343. 

164 Micula, ¶525. 
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133. Law 72/2016 is over-inclusive: contrary to other States,166 Laoc allowed 

“biomass” installations167 to have priority access to the grid and receive a feed-in 

premium168 though it produces as much CO2 as conventional coal,169 if not more.170 The 

scheme also covers all the LRC’s installations171 even though LRC is already fully funded 

by Laoc and tasked with building large-scale renewable facilities172 and hardly needs any 

additional incentive. 

134. In sum, the Challenged Measures, instead of helping T1, unnecessarily burdened it and 

brought on the brink of a bankruptcy. 

B. Although the Coal Directive encouraged Laoc to protect MFNB’s legitimate 

expectations, the Challenged Measures unduly interfered with its acquired rights 

under the existing framework 

135. Protection of investors’ legitimate expectations173 is a “dominant element”174 of the FET 

standard. This standard also protects them against fundamental changes of the legal 

framework.175 

136. Laoc multiplied assurances to entice MFNB’s Investment. It created legitimate 

expectations of non-interference with the investors’ acquired rights under the Licence (1) 

and then frustrated them (2). 

 
166 Alvarez.  

167 C-9, Art.2, P19:LL406-408. 

168 C-9, Art.3(1),(2), P19:LL410-415. 

169 Schlesinger. 

170 Harvey/Heikkinen; Ambrose. 

171 C-20, Art.7(4), PP19-20:LL423-424. 
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1. Laoc created legitimate expectations of non-interference with MFNB’s acquired 

rights to beneficial operation of T1 under the Licence 

137. The long-term Licence (a), the Laocan Laws and the Governor’s representations (b) 

instilled in MFNB a legitimate expectation that the State would not unduly interfere with 

its rights.  

a. The Licence instilled in MFNB legitimate expectations of T1’s unhindered operation 

138. Already in 1931, Judge Verdross asserted that States are “required to respect legally 

acquired rights. The principle of respecting the acquired rights of foreigners is therefore 

part of the general law of nations.”176 Recent awards confirm that the FET standard “will 

protect legitimate expectations about the use and enjoyment” of such acquired rights.177 An 

investor may thus rely “on representations and undertakings made by the host state in […] 

licences.”178 This, “however strong the regulatory powers of the State might be.”179 Such 

protection requires “a basic level of stability and predictability in the legal framework. 

Fundamental changes […] that eviscerate legitimately acquired rights” violate the 

standard.180  

139. MFNB acquired a guarantee that the operation and use of T1 would be protected under 

the 2014 Licence granted “according to Laocan Law.”181 Thereunder, Laoc restricted its 

ability not only to withdraw, but also to amend the Licence to the “only” situation – where 

Ticadia-1 “fails to comply” with applicable legislation of Laoc.182  

140. As if that was not enough, the Licence also contains a more specific commitment to 

stabilise environment regulations – it restricts Ticadia-1’s obligation to “keep[ing] T1 

conformant with environmental regulations in effect.” (emphasis added)183 This provision 

must be given full effect. Reasonable parties cannot be presumed to insert meaningless 

 
176 Verdross, P358. See also Upper Silesia, PP22-23. 

177 Antin, ¶552; Masdar Solar, ¶512. 

178 Frontier Petroleum, ¶285; Hydro Energy, ¶554. 

179 Enron, ¶220; Sempra, ¶248; Cf. ESPF ¶478. 

180 Newcombe/Paradell, P286. 

181 PO4, P74:¶1:L1998. 

182 R-1, P30:¶1:LL708-709. 

183 R-1, P30:¶2:LL710-711. 
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clauses about “natural alteration of domestic laws.”184 Its only possible aim is to create a 

right to continuous operation of T1. 

141. In any case, the clause cannot cover unlimited changes to environmental regulations: it is 

pure mockery to suggest that “construction of [new] plants”185 under Law 72/2016 is a way 

to “keep T1 conformant”. 

142. Any remaining doubts as to the meaning of the Licence can be dispelled by the negotiations 

leading to the issuance of the Licence.186  

b. MFNB’s legitimate expectations, based on the terms of this Licence, were reinforced by 

Laoc’s supplemental representations 

143. Legitimate expectations can arise not only from explicit commitments addressed 

to the investor, but also from the rules used by the State to induce investments in its 

territory.187 In the present case, MFNB had both. 

144. First, a regulatory regime “established with the overt aim of attracting investments”188 

create legitimate expectations if the investor reasonably relied on it. These conditions 

offered by the State “need not be manifested in explicit promises.”189 

145. MFNB relied on a coal generation regulation that remained unchanged since 1983 

to invest.190 This framework was designed to “stimulat[e] coal-fired power generation”,191 

and thus attract investments. Given Laoc’s favourable attitude towards the coal industry, 

and the high “stability” of the sector,192 MFNB has every reason to expect a reasonable 

preservation of these conditions against undue interferences.  

 
184 RNoA, P28:¶16:L670. 

185 PO4, P75:¶3:LL2020-2023. 

186 VLCT, Art.32; Translex Principles, ¶IV.5.1.; UNIDROIT Principles ¶4.3(a); Wälde/Ndi, P255. 
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189 SunReserve, ¶700. 
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146. Second, the Governor’s representations strengthened these expectations. Indeed, even 

officials’ statements without legal force,193 create protected expectations if they are specific 

as to their addressee and their object and purpose.194 To grant such specific commitment, 

a contract is not needed, a signed letter of intent suffices.195 

147. Back in 2010, both Governor Ji-Yeong, as “direct extension of the power of the Laocan 

Government”196 and GNB signed a document confirming the Laoc’s undertaking “to 

ensure that operation of the plant would be economically beneficial”. In such case, MFNB 

should not bear the risk of any “inconsistency of action between two arms of the same 

Government.”197 Thus, whatever changes possible, Laoc’s Parliament could not undermine 

the fundamental equilibrium of the Loan.  

148. Governor Ji-Yeong also actively convinced MFNB to invest by promoting “coal-friendly 

policies of Laoc and stable investment climate in the region”198 and ensuring that Laoc 

would maintain “favourable conditions” for projects like T1.199  

149. Third, MFNB’s expectations were all the more legitimate as the decision was based on a 

careful assessment of the risk that potential change in laws will materially affect its 

investment. This due diligence need not be extensive,200 but should simply meet the 

threshold of information a prudent investor would know about the regulatory 

framework.201 

150. MFNB was thorough202 and found, just as any prudent investor, that coal industry formed 

the backbone of the Laocan economy for decades.203 Contrary to neighbouring States 

transitioning to green energy, Laoc relied exclusively on its coal-oriented 
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electricity sector204 and kept stimulating investments in coal-fired plants.205 Further, 

in 2000-2014, no environmental measures were adopted in the energy sector even when 

the environmental coalition won the elections.206 Notably, an attempt to enact laws for the 

green transition failed.207 The Parliament speaker went so far as to state that he “sees no 

reason to fix something that is clearly not broken.”208  

151. Relying on the Laocan law209 and these repeated assurances,210 MFNB decided to grant 

a loan for long-haul project, expecting this favourable scheme to remain stable. 

2. The sudden upheaval of the regulatory framework radically departed from 

MFNB’s legitimate expectations 

152. Whenever legitimate expectations based on precise and specific assurances are found to 

exist, and the State departs from these expectations, it amounts to an objective breach 

of  the FET, and thus gives rise to compensation.211 This, regardless of any excuse put 

forward by the State.212 

153. If not every departure from a provisions of the Licence breaches the FET, this standard 

“requires the host state to repair the economic balance within a reasonable time.”213 Thus, 

amendments that “depriv[e investors] of a significant part of their projected revenues”214 

and have “a significant damaging economic effect on the Claimant’s investments”215 are 

 
204 SoUF, P56:¶6:LL1419-1421. 
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impermissible. The reduction of the Licence operating period from 40216 to 14 years217 by 

Laoc is a textbook example of such ‘amendments’ prohibited by the Licence. 

154. Here, the Challenged Measures phased out T1 6 years218 before Ticadia-1 is expected to 

repay the entire loan. Clearly, a shutdown plant cannot generate adequate cash flows,219 

much less be ‘economically beneficial’. 

155. In addition, the value of the collateral dropped by 50%.220 Thus, Laoc not only turned 

Claimant’s asset into a subpar loan. It also wiped out any chance that GNB, who was 

reassigned the rights of the MFNB, the financing entity of the whole investment operation, 

would ever recover the principal.  

156. Consequently, the outcome of Laoc’s measures squarely contradicted MFNB’s legitimate 

expectations and breached Laoc’s free-standing obligation to stability. 

C. Law 72/2016 discriminated “state-of-the-art” T1 against polluting biomass plants 

without any justification 

157. Discrimination is established if (i) another company is placed in like circumstances, but (ii) 

is treated differently (iii) without rational justification.221 Competitors on the same market 

are in like circumstances.222 

158. Here, investors in the conventional energy and in biomass energy are part of the same 

market, “irrespective of the generation sources and trading channels.”223 Moreover, 

biomass producers can benefit from the support scheme and continue operating, while 

coal-fired plants cannot. Finally, biomass plants emit as much CO2 as coal plants, so the 

measure does not protect environment but rather target specifically coal plants without any 

valid justification. 
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159. Consequently, Laoc discriminated T1 against biomass energy producers.  

D. Laoc’s breaches of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard cannot be excused 

either under the treaty-based or under customary-based defences 

160. Any Laoc’s attempt to excuse the Challenged Measures is vain: it cannot satisfy criteria 

neither of Article IX EIT (1), nor of the so-called “right to regulate” (2). 

1. Laoc’s unreasonable and discriminatory measures cannot be excused under the 

“exceptions” clause of Article IX EIT 

161. Article IX EIT expressly excludes Laoc’s Laws that are “arbitrary” and constitute 

“unjustifiable discrimination”224 from its ambit. 

162. In any case, Laoc failed to satisfy the conditions of this Article. Indeed, it requires the 

measures to be “strictly necessary”,225 as opposed to simply ‘necessary’. Besides the ECT, 

it is the only investment treaty in the world that uses this wording. The Tribunal is required 

to use a more exacting standard when simple GATT-like “necessity”226 – one of 

Article 25 ARSIWA which does not cover “any conduct going beyond what is strictly 

necessary.”227 To satisfy this standard, the course of action taken must be the “only way” 

available to safeguard that interest.228 

163. Even GATT-like “necessity” clauses would require Laoc to show that there was no 

reasonably available alternative,229 even it is more challenging to implement.230  

164. However, Laoc failed to satisfy even the less demanding test. As demonstrated, there was 

a wide array of alternatives that would not have been so damaging to the Claimant’s rights. 

 
224 Art.IX(1) in fine. 

225 P63:LL1691-1692. 

226 Continental Casualty, ¶¶192-193 (explaining that the “absolute necessity” standard is more stringent than just 

“necessity”). 

227 ARSIWA, Art.25:(3). 

228 Id.; See also LG&E, ¶250; EDF, ¶1171. 
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165. What is more, as for Law 66/2016, assuming that it was “necessary to protect human […] 

health”,231 a State shall not be entitled to rely on environmental and ‘necessity’ 

justifications to exclude Claimant’s compensation232 without explaining why absence of 

compensation was necessary to protect human life.233 Here, as expounded above, the 

ASNEC Council wilfully allowed Member States to offer investors compensation in the 

form of conversion subsidies to recoup their investments. Consequently, Laoc’s refusal to 

compensate in any form bars recourse to Article IX. 

166. As for Law 72/2016, there was no actual “short supply [of electricity] arising from causes 

outside the control of [Laoc].”234 Indeed, ‘short supply’ does not cover “prospective 

shortages”235 or the lack of production whenever it is possible to import from the 

neighbouring countries to meet the demand.236 Nor can such defence stand in presence of 

a self-imposed short-supply, albeit motivated by environmental considerations.237 

167. Here, Claimant provided unrebutted prima facie evidence of possibility of import. 

Consequently, there was simply no real shortage of electricity, and the reason behind was 

a self-imposed phase-out.238 

2. Laoc cannot hide behind its so-called “right-to-regulate” either 

168. First of all, State’s regulatory measures should be discussed only under exceptions clauses. 

In other words, Laoc’s failure to justify its measures under Article IX EIT cannot be saved 

by invoking, at fault, an inherent power to regulate. Indeed, such mechanism “must lead to 

the conclusion that no other exceptions from general international law or otherwise can 

be considered applicable in this case.”239 
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169. As demonstrated, Laoc's unreasonable measures cannot be justified under Article IX. They 

cannot be seen differently under any other theory.   

170. Further, Laoc reliance on Article VII EIT would be vain. This “environmental clause” 

contains only confirmatory (“recognise”, “reaffirm”) and aspirational (“strive to”) 

language.240 Such clause neither “directly address[es] the balance between investment 

protection obligations and environmental policy objectives”241 nor exempts a State from 

complying with its commitments to investors.242 Thus, it cannot be invoked by Laoc. 

*** 

171. In conclusion, Laoc violated both the non-impairment standard and FET standard, without 

providing any valid defence. Consequently, it breached Article II(I) EIT. 
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PART THREE: CHALLENGE 

IV. LAOC’S CHALLENGE OF GNB’S APPOINTED ARBITRATOR SHOULD BE DISMISSED 

172. Respondent challenges arbitrator Perry Mason on several grounds. First, Respondent 

asserts that Perry Mason failed to disclose his history of appointments.243 Respondent also 

contends that Perry Mason’s involvement in other arbitrations244 as well as his publicly 

expressed opinion on environmental measures245 create an ‘issue conflict’.246 

173. As all grounds are meritless, Claimant respectfully submits that the unchallenged 

arbitrators dismiss the challenge. 

174. First, Respondent’s interpretation of the standard for challenge set out in Article 12(1) of 

the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (“UNCITRAL Rules”) is incorrect (A). Second, 

contrary to its position,247 the unchallenged arbitrators should assess each ground for 

challenge independently (B). Third, absent any bias, Perry Mason’s involvement in two 

unrelated arbitrations raise no doubts as to his ability to decide the present dispute 

impartially (C). Finally, Mr. Mason had no duty to disclose his appointments in the Hewer 

Plants case or in the C-Energy case (D).  

A. The unchallenged arbitrators should apply the objective standard for 

disqualification set out in the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 

175. Respondent’s interpretation of the standard for disqualification is flawed. It inaccurately 

argues that “[e]ach of [the circumstances on which Respondent bases its challenge] […] 

have raised grave doubts with Respondent about Mr. Mason’s impartiality and 

independence” (emphasis added). 248 

 
243 Respondent’s challenge to Perry Mason (“RcPM”), P45:¶4:LL1141-1142. 

244 Id., ¶2:LL1130-1136. 

245 Id., PP45-46:¶6:LL1151-1157. 

246 Although, the ASIL-ICCA Report (P6:¶11) states that there is no consensus on the definition of ‘issue conflict’, 

Judge Tomka defines this concept in CC/Devas (Challenge) (¶58) as “based on a concern that an arbitrator will 

not approach an issue impartially, but rather with a desire to conform to his or her own view”. 

247 RcPM, P46:¶7:LL1158-1160. 
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176. Respondent's own doubts are irrelevant. Respondent wishes to rely on a “self-judging 

standard.”249 However, Article 12(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules requires the existence of 

circumstances that give rise to justifiable doubts only from a reasonable third person’s 

perspective.250  

177. Subsequently, the UNCITRAL justifiable doubts standard requires “not only a showing of 

doubt but doubt that is justifiable” (emphasis added).251  

178. Moreover, it is solidly established in arbitration case law that the challenging party bears a 

relatively heavy252 burden of proving bias.253 It logically follows that if a party fails to 

prove such bias, any doubts as to the impartiality of Perry Mason must be resolved in his 

favour.254  

B. Laoc’s alleged grounds for challenge must be assessed in isolation 

179. Each ground must by itself create justifiable doubts in order to warrant disqualification. 

Respondent fallaciously endeavours to draw the attention of the unchallenged members of 

this Tribunal on the necessity to assess all grounds for challenge together. Thereby, 

Respondent underlines the weakness of each of these grounds. Indeed, numerous decisions 

established that the mere addition of non-valid grounds for challenge cannot lead to a 

successful challenge.255 

180. In Electrabel, the claimant sought to disqualify Professor Brigitte Stern invoking the 

combination of seven individual grounds including factual similarities between the cases 

where she was appointed and the protection by the same investment treaty.256 The 

unchallenged arbitrators decided nonetheless that the aggregation of unfounded grounds 

could not warrant Professor Stern’s disqualification.257 Specifically, they pointed out that: 

 
249 AWG I, ¶41; Alpha, ¶43. 

250 Grand River, P2; Vito Gallo, ¶19; Nord Stream, ¶30; Fraiz, ¶48; Caron/Caplan, P208; Tupman, PP49-50. 
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[T]he Claimant’s own methodology brings about its own demise: 0⁷remains 

0 and not 7. Two or more factors which do not satisfy the test required under 

Article 57 [of the ICSID Convention] cannot, by mere “combination,” meet 

that test.” (emphasis added)258 

181. Similarly, in Universal, claimant challenged arbitrator Brigitte Stern on four different 

grounds, including the multiple appointments by party or counsel in related arbitrations, 

and their non-disclosure.259 The deciding authority analysed each of the grounds 

individually and dismissed the challenge subsequently.260 

182. The latter cases concerned similar grounds for challenge as to those raised by Respondent 

in the present case. As said grounds were assessed in isolation, the unchallenged members 

of this Tribunal should analogously assess each ground independently from another. 

C. Perry Mason’s involvement in two unrelated arbitrations cannot give rise to 

justifiable doubts as to his impartiality 

183. Laoc is concerned that Mr. Mason has already formed a firm opinion on host states’ right 

to enact environmental regulations.261 In Laoc’s view, this amounts to an issue conflict.262 

184. Arbitrators have rarely been disqualified on grounds of issue conflict, thereby underlying 

the difficulty of proving it.263 Indeed, “[a]rbitrators are expected to have open minds, not 

empty minds.”264 In the present case, neither Perry Mason’s prior appointments (1) nor his 

public statements (2) create an issue conflict susceptible of giving rise to justifiable doubts 

as to his impartiality.  
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1. Perry Mason’s appointments in the Hewer Plants and C-Energy cases do not give rise 

to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality  

185. Neither Perry Mason’s appointments in factually different cases (a) nor his exposure to 

similar legal issues (b) are sufficient to create justifiable doubts as to his impartiality. 

a. Perry Mason’s appointments in two factually unrelated cases cannot create justifiable 

doubts as to his impartiality 

186. Respondent's challenge rests, inter alia, on the demonstrably mistaken proposition that the 

factual similarities between the Hewer Plants case, the C-Energy case,265 and the present 

dispute create an issue conflict on the part of Perry Mason.266  

187. The similarity in facts has been taken into account by tribunals solely in cases of a 

significant factual overlap.267  

188. Respondent fails to satisfy such demanding test. Indeed, the three cases are similar except 

for the fact that they concern different state measures taken in a different political context 

regarding different investments made by different parties. 

189. First, both cases concern different claimants and different respondents.  

190. Second, the investments of Hewer Plants and GNB are different. On top of the fact that 

GNB’s investment is a debt and not a property as in Hewer Plants, Hewer Plants’ 

investment consists in a lignite-fired power plant and an open cast lignite mine,268 whereas 

the present case only concerns a coal-fired power plant.269 

191. As an open cast mine has a significant impact both on the environment and the miners’ 

health, the procedure to obtain a license is heavy.270 Moreover, the early termination of the 

mine significantly increased the costs of the mandatory renaturation operations.271 This was 

 
265 As the Hewer Plants and C-Energy disputes “relate to a similar constellation”, the developments on the Hewer 

Plants case also apply to the C-Energy case. See PO4, P75:LL2046-2048.  

266 RcPM, P45:¶4:LL1142-1145. 
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certainly crucial in Hewer Plants in order to determine the violation of the investor’s 

legitimate expectations.272 As GNB did not invest in an open cast mine, Perry Mason will 

not be exposed to the same facts. He cannot a fortiori be influenced by the arguments that 

contributed to convince him in Hewer Plants.  

192. Third, both disputes arose out of different measures. In fact, Wellfalcon and Laoc did not 

implement the Coal Directive in the same way since Article 115 AFC “leave[s] to the 

national authorities the choice of form and methods” of the Coal Directive’s 

implementation.273 Unlike Laoc, Wellfalcon not only phased out lignite-fired power plants, 

but also closed Hewer Plants’ connected open cast lignite mine.274  

193. Finally, Hewer Plants’ and GNB’s investments were made in different political contexts. 

While Hewer plants invested in Wellfalcon at a time where the State already witnessed a 

green transition,275 the Ticadia-1 power plant started to operate in Laoc before the 

environmentalist coalition was even formed.
276 

194. Given the numerous differences between both the Hewer Plants case and the present case, 

there cannot be significant overlap such as to create an issue conflict on the part of Perry 

Mason. 

b. Perry Mason’s prior exposure to similar legal issues is irrelevant to the assessment of 

his impartiality 

195. Respondent's challenge rests on the untenable argument that exposure to similar legal 

issues leads to an issue conflict.277 Investment treaties rely on the same standards of 

protection. Arbitrators thus inescapably rule on similar legal issues. Unsurprisingly, the 

situation in which an arbitrator has previously expressed an opinion about a legal issue is 

listed by the International Bar Association Guidelines on Conflict of Interest in 
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International Arbitration (“IBA Guidelines”) Green List,278 as a situation where no 

appearance of conflict of interest exists.279  

196. It has been recalled in multiple cases that deciding on a legal issue in one case does not 

prevent an arbitrator from approaching the same issue in a later case with an open mind.280 

In this regard, arbitrators have proven to be capable of interpreting the same legal standard 

in two opposite ways. For instance, Judge Francisco Rezek rejected Argentina's state of 

necessity defence in CMS,281 but later accepted it in LG&E.282 Similarly, Professor Van der 

Berg, who participated in LG&E, later dismissed Argentina's defence in Enron.283 

197. In addition, legal standards are necessarily interpreted in light of their underlying facts. 

Tribunals do not interpret legal norms in abstracto, but rather in light of the factual matrix 

of the case. For instance, the duration as well as the nature of the investment have an 

important impact on the assessment of the FET standard. Hence, given that the underlying 

facts in the Hewer Plants case and the present case are different, Perry Mason’s findings 

on the FET standard in the Hewer Plants case cannot influence his judgement in the present 

case. This is further supported by the fact that the issue of legitimate expectations has been 

“intensively” discussed in Hewer Plants,284 demonstrating that Perry Mason did not have 

an immutable opinion on this issue. 

2. Perry Mason’s general statements on climate change arbitration cannot 

constitute a valid ground for challenge 

198. Respondent blames Mr. Mason for having publicly made a “generalising reference to state 

conduct” in climate-change arbitrations.285 It inferred from this that Mr. Mason already 

 
278 IBA Guidelines, Art.4.1.1.  
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prejudged the issue of host states’ exercise of their regulatory powers in favour of 

investors.286  

199. That is a non-sequitur. Indeed, arbitrators are patently entitled to express their opinions on 

legal issues. General comments on a point of law are thus insufficient to give rise to 

justifiable doubts as to an arbitrator’s impartiality. Disqualification can only be upheld on 

this basis if the statements are “specific and clear enough that a reasonable and informed 

third party would find that the arbitrator will rely on such opinions”287 and present a certain 

degree of commitment of the arbitrator to his views.288 

200. In the present case, Perry Mason was interviewed on the general topic of climate change 

arbitration.289 At no point did he express a legal opinion on a fact relevant to the merits of 

the present case. Moreover, at the time of the interview, Perry Mason was not yet appointed 

by GNB. Therefore, he could not have made specific comments on the present dispute. 

201. The required degree of commitment was discussed in CC/Devas. In the latter case, 

Professor Orrego Vicuña was challenged due to his rejection of the concept of essential 

security interest in three different arbitrations which were all annulled.290 Despite these 

repeated annulments, Professor Orrego Vicuña maintained his position in an academic 

paper. In light of these circumstances, the unchallenged members of the CC/Devas tribunal 

concluded that Professor Orrego Vicuña was strongly committed to his opinions. They 

subsequently found that the respondent could not have convinced him otherwise.291 

202. It follows that the degree of commitment must be high in order to prove impartiality. Perry 

Mason’s single interview does not reach such degree. Therefore, Perry Mason’s publicly 

expressed opinions on The Arbitration Station do not give rise to justifiable doubts as to 

his impartiality. 

 
286 Ibid. 

287 Urbaser, ¶44; Canepa, ¶82. 

288 ASIL-ICCA Report, P58. 

289 R-8, P49:LL1222-1224.  

290 CC/Devas (Challenge), ¶64. 

291 Ibid. 
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D. Perry Mason cannot be disqualified for failure to disclose his appointments in two 

unrelated cases 

203. Article 11 of the UNCITRAL Rules292 establishes a high threshold for disclosure.293 

Indeed, only “circumstances likely to give rise to justifiable doubts”294 as to the impartiality 

of an arbitrator should be disclosed (1). Perry Mason had therefore no duty to disclose his 

former appointments. In any event, the sole non-disclosure cannot constitute a valid ground 

for challenge (2). 

1. Article 11 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules only compels the disclosure of 

circumstances “likely” to give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality 

204. In the Investor-State Dispute Settlement system as well as in commercial arbitration, the 

standard for disclosure under the UNCITRAL Rules is one of the narrowest.295 Unlike the 

ICSID Arbitration Rules that require disclosure of circumstances that “might cause [an 

arbitrator’s] reliability for independent judgment to be questioned by a party”296 or the IBA 

Guidelines that require disclosure of circumstances that “may give rise to doubts as to the 

arbitrator’s impartiality or independence”,297 the UNCITRAL Rules require disclosure of 

circumstances only “likely” to give rise to justifiable doubts.298 Since the term “likely” 

provides for an increased possibility in comparison to “might”, the UNCITRAL Rules set 

a higher threshold for the arbitrator's duty to disclose than other arbitration rules.299 

 
 

293 Caron/Caplan, P196. 

294 UNCITRAL Rules, Art.11. 

295 Daele, P25:¶1-051: “[B]y using the word ‘likely’, the UNCITRAL Rules appear to set a higher threshold for 

the arbitrator's duty to disclose than the ICSID Rules” (emphasis added). The word “likely” is also used by Art.5.5 

of the LCIA Arbitration Rules, Art.10(2) of the KCAB Arbitration Rules and the Code of Conduct for Dispute 

Settlement Procedures under Ch.19-20 of the NAFTA in Pt.II(A). The words may or might are used by Art.18(2) 

of the SCC Rules, Art.11(2) of the ICC Rules, Art.13(5) of the SIAC Rules, and Art.3(1) of the Annex 11 Code of 

Conduct for Members of the Tribunal, Members of the Appeal Tribunal and Mediators to the EU-Vietnam IPA. 

296 ICSID Arbitration Rules, Rule 6. 

297 IBA Guidelines, General Standard (3)(a).  

298 UNCITRAL Rules, Art.11. 

299 Daele, P25:¶1-051. 
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205. Respondent asserts that the factual and legal similarities between the Hewer Plants and the 

GNB cases imposed on Perry Mason a duty to disclose his appointment in Hewer Plants.300  

206. Respondent is clutching at straws. 

207. First, Article 11 of the UNCITRAL Rules does not command arbitrators to disclose every 

prior appointment. In the Challenge against Judge Seyed Jamal Seifi, the appointing 

authority, Judge Haak, decided that Article 9 of Rules of Procedure Iran-United States 

Claims Tribunal301 does not “impose such a thorough level of disclosure as a legal 

requirement.”302 Most notably, Judge Haak held that even if one adopts the most promotive 

interpretation in favour of full disclosure, Article 9 cannot serve as a basis for disclosure 

of “every previous professional engagement.”303 

208. Second, the expression of a legal opinion falls within the IBA Guidelines Green List,304 

and should thus not be disclosed.305 This was confirmed in Libananco, where it was clearly 

stated that “the arbitrator has no duty to disclose situations falling within the Green 

List.”306  

209. Finally, Perry Mason could not have been aware of the factual matrix of the present case. 

At the date of his declaration of independence and impartiality,307 the Parties did not submit 

their pleadings and no hearing was held. Requiring Perry Mason to disclose information 

on his previous appointment equates to engaging in a prohibited substantive interview with 

his appointing-party.308  

210. Therefore, Perry Mason had no duty to disclose his appointment in the Hewer Plants case.  

 
300 RcPM, P45:¶4:LL1141-1142. 

301 Article 9 of the Rules of Procedure Iran-United States Claims Tribunal is identical to the wording of Article 9 

of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules of 1976 and similar to Article 11 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules of 

2010.  

302 Challenge against Judge Seyed Jamal Seifi, ¶27. 

303 Ibid. 

304 IBA Guidelines, Art.4.1.1. 

305 IBA Guidelines, P19. 

306 Libananco, ¶178. 

307 R-7, P47. 

308 ASIL-ICCA Report, P19:¶55. 
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2. In any event, Perry Mason’s alleged breach of duty to disclose does not 

constitute a valid ground for challenge 

211. The UNCITRAL Rules do not provide for any legal consequence in case of non-disclosure. 

What is more, it has never been discussed by the drafters in the course of the travaux 

préparatoires.309 Therefore, non-disclosure cannot constitute a valid ground for 

challenge.310  

212. For instance, in Tembec, the arbitrator failed to disclose his family ties to a former president 

of the United States, who was directly involved in the disputed measures. Despite 

Tembec’s arguments that the failure to disclose constituted a ground for challenge under 

the UNCITRAL Rules, the appointing authority rejected the challenge.311  

213. Similarly, in Merck, Ecuador challenged Judge Stephen M. Schwebel for his failure to 

disclose previous appointments by Claimant’s counsel.312 Ecuador argued that the non-

disclosure “in itself gives rise to justifiable doubts.”313 The appointing authority rejected 

such a line of reasoning and stated that under the UNCITRAL Rules, non-disclosure does 

not lead to justifiable doubts.314 

214. In addition, the IBA Guidelines expressly state that “the fact of requiring disclosure [...] 

does not imply the existence of doubts as to the impartiality or independence of the 

arbitrator.”315 Said guidelines further establish that “[n]on-disclosure cannot by itself make 

an arbitrator partial or lacking independence: only the facts or circumstances that he or she 

failed to disclose can do so.”316 Given that no circumstances exist that give rise to justifiable 

 
309 Doc. A/CN.9/614, ¶¶ 64–65; Doc. A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.143, paras. 48; Doc. A/CN.9/619, ¶95; Doc. 

A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.145, ¶¶49-50; Doc. A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.147, ¶¶47-48; Doc. A/CN.9/665, ¶¶73-74; Doc. 

A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.151, ¶¶22-23; Doc. A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.154,¶¶28-29; Doc. A/CN.9/688, ¶70; Doc. 

A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.157, ¶33; Doc. A/65/, ¶¶63-65. 

310  Suez II, ¶44; Caron/Caplan, P227.  

311 Tembec.  

312 Merck, ¶30. 

313 Merck, ¶31. 

314 Merck, ¶61. 

315 IBA Guidelines, iii. 

316 IBA Guidelines, P18. 
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doubts as to Mr. Mason’s impartiality, the sole failure to disclose previous appointments 

does not suffice to give rise to such doubts. 

215. In short, Perry Mason’s non-disclosure of his appointments in the Hewer Plants and the C-

Energy cases cannot warrant his disqualification. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

216. In light of the above submissions, Claimant respectfully requests this Tribunal to: 

(i) Dismiss Respondent’s Challenge;  

(ii) Declare that GNB has standing to bring the present claims;  

(iii) Declare that the Laws are attributable to Laoc;  

(iv) Declare that Laoc violated Article II EIT;  

(v) Order Laoc to pay to GNB compensation amounting to no less than 

USD450.000.000 (four hundred fifty million dollars) plus interest as of the date of 

the violation; and  

(vi) Order Laoc to compensate GNB for all its costs in this Arbitration and to bear alone 

the costs of the Tribunal and of KCAB International.  

 

Respectfully submitted on 16 September 2020 

On behalf of Claimant 

Goliath National Bank JSC 

By TEAM VERHOEVEN 

 


